me, learning pecha kucha
first things first: greetings
digital fabrication software
Cube 3D Printer

We believe in creativity for all ages. A fantastic creative companion for ages 8 to 80, the Cube 3D printer turns imagination into reality. Super easy and simple to use. It works by building up plastic material in three dimensions to create a real object. It's ideal for the home, classroom and office and creates prototypes, models, toys... the list is endless! Includes easy to use software that preps your files for printing (Mac or Windows), 25 3D design files and one cartridge of neon green plastic medium. Printer is available in Silver, Magenta, Green, Blue or White. Measures 10"H x 10"W x 13"D and can make objects 5.5"H x 5.5"W x 5.5"D. Additional color cartridges in 16 varieties are available at SkyMall.com

SYS101AD $1299

Search: "Top Picks" at SkyMall.com
digital media and education
underlying algorithms and models, empowerment, media literacy
constructionist learning theory

constructionism means “learning-by-making“

Seymour Papert
constructionism

learning abstract concepts
me, learning by doing
crafting tools

starters

pros
low threshold, wide walls and high ceilings

Resnick and Silverman
low threshold, wide walls and high ceilings

Resnick and Silverman
Amici, www.dimeb.de/eduwear
workshop with teenagers
design for reflection
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